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Do you have a stretch of tarmac for us?
We are busy preparing the Healey Sebring 54FAC
for Le Mans Classic.
No one will have missed it.
The Healey has endured the torture
on the dynamometer perfectly.
However the race is not fought on a dynamometer,
so we also have to test the 54FAC in the open air.
How do you do that?
Le Mans is an extreme circuit. It is also not a permanent
circuit, because it is partly a streetcircuit on “normal”
provincial roads. The straights where the cars reach
their maximum speeds and where the engines are forced
to the limits of their endurance are long, very long.
From Tetre Rouge to Arnage it used to be an straight
line of almost 4 miles long, but chicanes were built in to
limit the speed. However, these straights in between are
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still a mile to one and a half mile long. Unfortunately,
those straights are exactly the parts on the provincial
road. Testing the car on those public streets is impossible
without getting troubles with the French Gendarmerie.
So how are you going to test? We have considered this
and not for the first time. This was also an issue when
preparing for Le Mans in previous years. The Autobahn
in Germany has already been used once, but there you
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the convoy in the fog
(including generator and
mobile toilet)
on its way to the location,
followed by unpacking and
set up

were offered an unsolicited competition with fast Porsches and Audis
that, of course, did not accept that
they were being beaten by such an
old car. There has also been testing
at the F1 circuit Zandvoort, but
unfortunately the straight part at
Zandvoort is just as long as an aver-
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age connecting piece at Le Mans...
The same issue arose in the 1950s. The Donald Healey
Motor Company also wanted to know if the Healeys were
suitable to defend the honor at Le Mans and none of
the English circuits at the time were capable to figure
that out. Donald Healey was able to convince the Royal
Air Force to test two worksracers 100S in 1955 on the
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Brize Norton runway in Oxfordshire. The 100S
NOJ393 was driven by Lance Macklin and the
OON439 by Donald.
This idea deserved to be replicated for the
works racer 54FAC. Mid 2019 we turned to
the top of the MOD with a simple question:
do you perhaps have a stretch of tarmac for
us with a lenght of at least 2 kilometers? The
Defense organization uses stratches of tarmac
in several places in the Netherlands that are
around 8000 feet long: the runways on the
air force bases. Nice wide and good stretches
of tarmac too. But normally prohibited area,
because military terrain and aircraft reserved.
But our drivers Jan Lammers and Jaap Sinke
must of course have a good car under the seat
and that is, after all, also a matter of national
importance .... A long story briefly told: the
MOD was enthousiastic to help us out with
this. At the beautiful biennial event “Classic
Wings and Wheels” on airforce base Gilze-Rijen, it was discussed by Jetze and Lex with the
base commander, Commodore pilot Robert
Adang. He was very enthusiastic and immediately showed his willingness to facilitate it
and the landing lights went green. And so a
Healey went back to a “repeat exercise” 64
years later. Gilze Rijen is the home base for
the Defense Helicopter Command of the Royal
Airforce, DHC for short, just like the Dutch
Healey Competitions. It could hardly be more
applicable.
We were offered a temporary project organization and during the period August-December the details were further elaborated in a
number of consultations. Our contact at the
base Jeremy Kuipers has laid all the contacts
with oﬃcers within the base and externally
and with the Royal Air Force Historical Flight,
which is a private enterprise. Why the latter
was important later becomes clear. This included not only the facilities on the field, but
also environmental permits, military permits
for the use of the field, equipment for the use
of photographic equipment (normally strictly
prohibited), contracts with the Central Government Real Estate Agency, liability for damage
to the facilities, permission for using a drone
etc. Yes, it is not easy start and drive…. The
people of the MOD and in particular the airbase were enormously helpful and professional.

1955 Healeys on the runway of Brize Norton in Oxfordshire

The projectteam of the
airforce base

Our testdriver, Jaap Sinke

just interphere to test a Healey. A few days
a year and there are no-flight days and one
of those days was awarded to us: December
3. And we not only got the desired stretch
of tarmac to race, but also a neat location
for a temporary paddock, the best camera
locations and the support of Jeremy Kuipers
and the fire brigade all day long. We also
wanted to use a drone, but it didn’t work on
this “Restricted area”. As an alternative, the
flightcontrol tower was immediately made
available as a high-quality camera location.
The people at the base clearly showed their
“can-do mentality”. Fantastic!
The test team including Team Captain Rinus
Sinke gathered the night before in a close-by
hotel. There, while enjoying a snack and

drink, we already tested the team spirit and
Jetze briefed everyone about what was to
come. After all, you are a guest on a military
site and there are strict rules for movement,
security and the environment. Everyone has
promised to behave properly with their hands
on their hearts, and we have celebrated this
by a toast.
At 7:45 (almost) everyone was ready for
departure to the base. Our column was guided smoothly in the middle of the morning
rushhour at the main gate and Jeremy brought
us to the location. A spacious paved location
next to the track so that the FAC could be
connected directly to the analysis equipment
after each run. We quickly built up the temporary paddock. Fully equipped, with its own
energy supply, toilet, heated canteen (in the
race trailer), coffee, cake and sandwiches,
tent for the car and to analyze data etc etc.
Everything had been thought of!
Everyone had a role this day. Jaap was the
test driver. Although it was intended that Jan
Lammers himself would also run a number
of test laps, it was canceled. Due to his busy
work for F1, he could not be present. That, of
course, was a pity, because he, just like Jaap,
had to meet (again) this Healey, but he is a
very busy man. The former F16 pilot and the
rally buddy of Jetze, Jan Visser, was responsible for safety and the environment. He cleared the way for each ride with his horn and

safety instruction to and by the fire brigade

and connecting the datalogger to the laptop
followed by warming up the engine

Now simply stopping an operational military
base is of course not an option, because those
bases are all scheduled in an (inter)national
NATO flight program. The units and pilots of
the Air Force are trained intensively to be
able to guarantee our safety and you do not
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thumb in his own unique way. Paul Mol took
good care of the catering. Rinus kept an eye
on the schedule. Jaap Troost and Lex did the
analysis of the testdata. Ton Blankespoor and
Jetze did the adjustment work. The fire brigade of the base received extensive instruction about the 54FAC so that they knew what
to do in case something went wrong. They
were on standby all day. Niels Gerrits drove
the safetycar with a full-fledged firefighter.
A course of 8000 feet is pretty long and if something goes wrong it is good that you on the
spot in no time. Then you don’t want to wait
for the crashtender to arrive. Finally, Jildert
Visser, Sander Besems and Willem Verstraten
operated the many photo cameras and video
equipment. You can do something with such a
team!

The morning started cold and foggy. We feared for the photo and video recordings, but
the cameramen were very enthusiastic, because what could be better than a Healey that
emerges from the fog at high speed? The car
was prepared and warmed up, all measuring
equipment was checked again and at 10:00
the FAC went on the track for the first time.
The test runs were set up smoothly, with
increasing speed and in between checking the
measurement data. We could have left the
radiator at home, because even with a 90%
coverage, the engine struggled to maintain a
good temperature. The test runs went very
well and we were soon ahead of schedule.
The adjustments we made on the dynamometer turned out to have been successful.
Around mid-day the FAC was fully operational

foto’s van:
Willem Verstraten
Sander Besems
Jildert Visser

Our testdriver, Jaap Sinke

Jeremy and the technical people

with the Spitfire

Defensie Helicopter Commando (DHC= Dutch Healey Competitions)

and it showed…. The acceleration is enormous
and the top speeds were well above 160 mph.
With a quite fast modern safetycar (BMW),
you only have a view of the rear.
After a joint lunch in the base restaurant, we
were well fed and warmed up again and the
afternoon test session started. The test runs
at maximum speed were built up from 1 round
to 3. That is 9 miles at top speed and therefore reasonably comparable with Le Mans. To
compensate for the temperature differences
between Gilze with 6 degrees Celcius and Le
Mans with more than 30 degrees, we left the
radiator covered for 60-90 percent all day.
The oil cooler was also completely blanked
off. The car performed consistently and the
runs were equally fast every time. Conclusion
after many test runs: the car performs fantastic and the FAC will be a tough nut to crack
for colleagues at Le Mans.

helicopter and with a historic aircraft. We
first drove to 301 Squadron, the home of the
Apache combat helicopters. An impressive
warmachine that was presented in all its
glory. Together with the fire brigade with their
huge 1000hp crash tenders, a good number of
beautiful photos were made. We then moved to the Royal Air Force Historical Flight to
take a picture with a very nice Spitfire. That
of course matches perfectly with a historic
racing car. And everywhere we went hordes of
enthousiastic people from the base enjoyed it
just as much as we did.
We finalised this unforgettable day in a local
restaurant. Satisfied looking back on a successful test day with which we could objectively
ascertain that the 54FAC received a big tick as
“suitable for Le Mans”.
The Dutch Healey Museum Race Team

After the test runs came the relaxed part: the
photo shoots. The camera crew had captured
the FAC from many positions throughout the
day. With cameras in the trunk and in front
of the FAC, with cameras on the hood running
behind the FAC, from the control tower with
a fantastic overview of the track, along the
track, really everywhere. But of course we
had to finish this day with some nice group
photos with everyone who had helped. We
also discussed that in the preliminary phase,
because you cannot just drive anywhere. It
became both a photo shoot with a modern
the testteam in front of a CH64 Apache attack helicopter of the Dutch Royal Airforce

the airbase fire brigade
1000 PK + ?
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